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ARE  YOU  LOOKING  FOR  CREATIVE  WAYS

TO  MAKE  EXTRA  MONEY?    

OF  COURSE  YOU  ARE !  

T H E  D O L L A R  S T O R E  G I R L

25 IDEAS
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Which of these describes you best?

Are you unemployed? Or underemployed? 

Are you looking to supplement your income?                  

     

Are you getting bored/frustrated with your current job

and need a creative outlet that pays?

Looking to escape the 9-5 grind to work your own

hours?

Want to start an exciting new business?

I'm here to help you. 

I'm here to help you with your money making goals!

Whether you're just looking to supplement your

income or make this into a full-time business, these

25 money making ideas will be sure to inspire you! 

I have generated 25 money-making ideas that you can

choose from. Supplies won't cost you much! 

You can absolutely make money with ANY of these

ideas but you need to WORK HARD and be

PASSIONATE!  

Want to get started?  



TWENTY-FIVE IDEAS 

1. Decorate Furniture 

The dollar store is packed with arts and crafts supplies

that you can use to redecorate an old piece of furniture.  

2. Make Photography Backgrounds 

Photographers are always on the lookout for new and

interesting backgrounds for their work. The dollar store is

packed with everything you need to achieve uniquely

creative backgrounds.  

3. Sell Cake Pops 

Cakes pops, as you already know, are easy and delicious

to make. Cake mix, icing and sticks are the very basics

you need. The rest you can find in the candy aisle! 

4. Make Jewelry 

If you love bracelets, earrings, necklaces or any other type

of jewelry you can think of, then you might enjoy making

your own! The dollar store has everything you need down

the craft aisle to help you create one-of-a-kind jewelry

pieces. 

5. Sell Gift Baskets 

During special occasions across the globe, people are

always looking for fun and beautiful gifts to give to

friends and family. Capture extra attention by being

imaginative and colourful with your gift basket creations!

The dollar store is a one stop shop for that!
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TWENTY-FIVE IDEAS 

6. Sell Hand Drawn Plates 

If you are great at drawing, or coming up with clever

sayings or expressions, then consider selling your art on

plates using permanent marker and baking it in the

oven! 

7. Sell Photo Props 

 You can start a business making original photo props

that people can use for their celebratory events! All you

need is your imagination and the dollar store craft and

school aisle!  

8. Make and Sell Your Own Slime 

Slime is so popular these days and they are very easy to

make. Take advantage of its popularity by starting a side

hustle making slime and selling it! All or most of the

ingredients are available at the dollar store. The creativity

is endless! 

9. Make and Sell Beautiful Wedding Centrepieces 

Weddings are expensive! So why not become somebody

who delivers luxury style wedding centrepieces for half

the price? You can create them using faux flowers from

the dollar store!  

10. Become a Dollar Store Wedding Planner 

Become popular amongst budget-friendly brides by

offering dollar store wedding planning services! 
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TWENTY-FIVE IDEAS 

11. Create and Sell Wedding Favours 

Start a business by creating useful and/or memorable

wedding favours by purchasing craft product from the

dollar store.  

12. Sell Painted Art 

Are you an artist that likes a challenge? Do you want to

be known as the artist that can make millions off a

painting that you created for pennies? You can totally

make that happen. Just draw on your most original

thoughts. You will catch peoples attention. 

13. Make Customized T-Shirts 

If you're talented with a sharpie then you can put those

skills towards customized t-shirt designs. Also, if you're

great at caricatures, you can sell your services to brides

and grooms looking for fun entertainment during late

night reception! 

14. Build and Sell Zen Gardens 

It's a stressful world out there and we all deserve a little

peace and quiet. Zen Gardens are growing in popularity

and people notice its effects on them too. Build them

from supplies from the dollar store.  

15. Make Flower Crowns 

Use your creativity skills to assemble a beautiful flower

headpiece for special events.  
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TWENTY-FIVE IDEAS 

16. Make Bird Houses 

Do you like to bird watch? Do you know every species of

bird without hesitation? If you're passionate about birds,

then starting a business making bird houses would be a

great career! You can make your bird houses look

realistic too!  

17. Make Birthday Cakes 

If you're into cake decorating and imaginative designs

but don't have the budget for professional grade

material/equipment, then your local dollar store can help

you. They have the basics but you have the imagination! 

18. Make Wedding Cakes 

Stand out in the wedding cake industry by offering

luxury dollar store wedding cakes that don't look any

different than professionally made ones. You'll be the

talk of the town! And very hireable too! Everyone loves a

story. 

19. Sell Doggy Gift Baskets 

If you love your pet to the moon and back times infinity,

then dedicating your career to pets is meant for you!

Niche businesses are popular and more so towards pets.  

20. Sell Marshmellow Dips 

Become the popular choice or table at a fundraiser or

bake sale with sweet & salty, chocolatey or even sour

marshmallow dips! 5



TWENTY-FIVE IDEAS 

21. Sell Giant Paper Flowers  

Giant paper flowers are widely popular for bridal

showers, engagement parties, baby showers, etc. They

are made from Bristol board paper that is conveniently

stocked at your local dollar store. Make em' look great

and you'll get top dollar and be the popular choice on

etsy! 

22. Decorated Jewelry Box 

Jewelry boxes are so important and almost everyone has

at least one special item they wear each day. For this

type of business think outside the box and be whimsical!

Insert a photo slit for customers for a special touch.  

23. Recut Basic T-Shirts 

Are you skillful with scissors? Do you love fashion? Are

you good at cutting paper snowflakes? Then certainly,

you should transfer those skills towards the basic t-shirts

at the dollar store! 

24. Sell Chocolate Bark 

Do you love enjoying chocolate at any point in the day

and at any point in the week? Then turn that love into a

profitable business! There's chocolate lovers everywhere! 

25. Make Wedding Bouquets 

The dollar store is equipt with different varieties of

flowers, greenery and branches. It just needs you to bring

it all together.  6


